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Minister Whalen stated publicly “...It may be called a tax credit but it isn’t used to offset taxes that are owed....” This statement is 
in direct contradiction to the Income Tax Act (Nova Scotia) which reads (in part) Appendix 1 Section 47 47 (1) A corporation 
producing an eligible film in the province may apply in the manner prescribed for a film industry tax credit. 47 (2) Where the 
corporation meets the prescribed criteria, there may be deducted from tax otherwise payable by the corporation an amount 
equal to the lesser of … (The language then continues to describe the calculation to be applied.) The Act also stipulates that any 
tax credit payable gets applied first to any taxes outstanding before any excess is refunded. 

  

5.     The ruling Party has shown a callous disregard for the 2500+ Nova Scotians whose jobs and futures within this 
province are under extreme threat. 

On April 7, 2015, just one day before the provincial budget was delivered, Global News reported: 

“Whalen says there’s a lot of speculation about the future of the tax credit but those most concerned should simply wait to see 
what is in the budget.” 

To me it is unfathomable that a Minister of Finance could make that statement knowing that the very next day many of the 2500+ 
Nova Scotians working in film and television would learn that they would soon be out of work. I can only interpret this as 
malicious or extraordinarily ignorant of the real situation. Either way, it calls into question the Nova Scotia’s Liberal Party’s ability 
to govern responsibly. 

  

I can not speak to the intent of this Government when they made the decision to both drastically reduce the useable tax credit 
and dismantle Film and Creative Industries Nova Scotia at the same time. The result was a full on attack which instantly brought 
this Industry to its knees. The reckless abandon with which this Government has acted is inexcusable. The contempt with which 
they have treated members of the Nova Scotian public has no place in a democratic society and their ignorance of the havoc 
they created is unfathomable. 

  

Respectfully, 

  

Erin Oakes 

 

  

  




